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Mr. McCarl/Mr. Pearson 

9 August 2013 

On 8 August 2013, in accordance with the procedures established in the Court's Ruling: Defense 
Motion for Appropriate Relief Under RCM 1001(b)(4) (AE 639), the Defense filed eight 
objections to the testimony of Mr. McCarl and Mr. Pearson. The Defense objections were from 
testimony given in closed session and the substance of the objections is classified. The 
Government compiled a joint classified filing including the Defense objections and the 
Government responses to the objections (AE 644a). The unclassified redacted joint classified 
filing is AE 644b. The Court's ruling on each objection is as follows: 

1, 2, and 6. This is evidence of risk of damage to national security that is directly related to and 
resulting from PFC Manning's offenses. It is admissible aggravation evidence under RCM 
1001(b)(4). The testimony objected to in #6 is based on Mr. McCarl's expertise. It is not 
speculation. 

3 and 5. Evidence of correlation is not evidence of causation of harm where the trend of 
increasing harm began prior to WikiLeaks' public disclosure of the information given by PFC 
Manning. This evidence is not directly related to and resulting from PFC Manning's offenses. It 
is not admissible aggravation evidence under RCM 1001(b)(4) and MRE 403. 

4. WikiLeaks' disclosure of information given by PFC Manning occurred before the harm 
identified in this objection occurred. Unlike in 3 and 5 above, the evidence of correlation 
between the WikiLeaks disclosure and the harm caused is circumstantial evidence that PFC 
Manning's offenses were a proximate cause of the harm. This is evidence that is directly related 
to or resulting from PFC Manning's offenses. The evidence is admissible under RCM 
1001 (b)( 4). 

7 and 8. The court admitted PE 203 under MRE 803(8) sections (A) and (B), the public records 
exception to the hearsay rule. The exhibit is admitted for the truth of the matter asserted. The 
analysis and the translations made by Mr. Pearson in the report are admitted for the truth of the 
matter asserted. The examples of information pulled from websites on pages 00527699-
00527708 are not admissible for the truth of the matter asserted but are admissible as evidence of 
how the entities at issue were using the information released by WikiLeaks and how they could 
access that information. PE 203, to include information attributable to WikiLeaks, is relevant 
and is proper aggravation evidence directly related to and resulting from PFC Manning's 
offenses. The evidence is admissible under RCM 1001(b)(4). 
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MRE 403 analysis. 

The probative value ofthose portions of the testimony and evidence ruled admissible as 
aggravation evidence under RCM 1001 (b)( 4) is not substantially outweighed by the danger of 
unfair prejudice under MRE 403. The Court has limited the scope of the testimony and evidence 
to matters directly related to or resulting from PFC Manning's offenses. 

So ORDERED this gth day of August 2013. 

~£Lift 
COL, JA 
Chief Judge, 1st Judicial Circuit 
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